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Darkroom equipment
The club has been contacted again by someone with equipment that may be of interest to darkroom workers or collectors.
I have some high quality black and white darkroom equipment and paper which I no longer use. I would like to donate it to an
organisation or person who might be able to make good use of it.
I live locally and could deliver.
Yours faithfully,
Mervyn Farrant

National Media Museum Blog

PAGB News

Do you take pictures of ‘faces’ in trees or

Issue 172 is now out. There’s a pictorial

Issue 37 is out now including all the

clouds? I can never resist! Here’s an

tribute to MPAGB holders which might

latest from Photokina, a review of the

article on pareidolia - our tendency to

inspire you to have a go yourself...

XT-2 and a basic intro to exposure.

see patterns where none really exist.
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Diary
6 October 2016 - 6 Jan 2017 East meets
West

at The Waterhall, Birmingham

Museum & Art Gallery.
9 October Big Sunday discover Chinese
history, art and traditions. From watching
the mesmerizing lion dance, trying your
hand at Chinese calligraphy to hearing the
rhythmic sounds of the Chinese flute and
drums. Get up close and personal with our
ancient Chinese Bronzes with this unique
opportunity to handle one with Compton
Verney’s China expert Morgan Jones. Theis
is the main event of the China Revealed
exhibition, open 4th - 13th Oct with
various events.
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October

Crich

Tramway

Village

Steampunk Day

Ann Hoath sends us this well-seen image Communication.

Competitions
Bor 2016 closes 4th October.
Smethwick

International

Exhibition

of

Photography
Online entry system now open.
Closing date 10th November 2016.
Tropical Grotto Birmingham Canal M6 overpass was spotted by James Woodend.
Aviation Week free contest - win $500
and be published. Closes 17th October.
9th Pollux Awards (series of 3-5 images)
New Horizons - on the theme of human
migration. Free, cash prizes.
HIPA 2016-17 Closes 31st October. Free.
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Martin led this intrepid line-up of WCC photographers on a walk from Droitwich to Salwarpe last week and sent this shot.
Here are a few of the images they garnered despite a damp and grey day…

Three striking
from Ron Childs.
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images

Clive Haynes FRPS went for an infrared selection.

Alex

Isaacs

LRPS
Ivy, Fading &
Remains
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Three more from Alex:Moist blackberry, berries in the wet and teazel impression.

And finally…
As we arrived for Club last week, the sunset went into overdrive. I was sure I’d be overwhelmed with similar pictures this week but no-one
sent any in, so you get my grab shot version as your penance!

St

Stephen’s

church, Barbourne,
Ruth Bourne LRPS
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